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Abstract. Configuration tasks are an important application area in en-
gineering design. The proposed solving techniques use either a constraint-
based framework or a logic-based approach. We propose a methodology
to obtains desired configuration using basic configuration cells(BCC).
They are built by means of the predefined components and connections
of the given configuration problem.
In practical applications of configuration tasks the BCCs and configu-
ration goals are represented according to object-oriented programming
paradigm. They are mapped into a numeric constraint satisfaction prob-
lem. The transformation of a basic configuration cell into a new one gen-
erates a sequence of numeric constraint satisfaction problems. We pro-
pose an algorithm that solves this sequence of problems in order to obtain
a configuration solution according to the desired requirements or that
detects inconsistencies in the requirements. The integration of object-
oriented and constraint programming paradigms allows us to achieve a
synergy that produces results that could not be obtained if each one were
working individually.
1 Introduction
The goal of a lot of scientific and engineering activities has long been regarded 
the discovery of structural configuration. The design tasks in engineering some-
times need to combine the p redefined components in order to obtain a desired 
configuration in a realistic time. A p redefined component is described by a set 
of prop erties, by a set of p orts for connecting it to other comp onents and by 
structural constraints . The configuration tasks select and arrange combinations 
of predefined components that satisfy all the requirements.
The configuration problems have been studied in Artificial Intelligence area 
for the last years. A survey about the configuration frameworks has been recently 
published[13]. The proposed solving techniques use a constraint-based framework 
[12], [8] or a logic-based approach [6][10]. We propose a new structural constraint-
based methodology. The modeling and search of p ossible configurations take 
into account object-oriented and constraint programming paradigms. The main 
motivation for integrating both paradigms is to achieve a synergy that produces 
results that could not be obtained if each mode were working individually.
Our work allows us to describe easily how to select and arrange components
in a configuration problem. These tasks can be carried out through the series or
parallel connection of components such as capacitors, resistors, chemical reac-
tors, etc. in order to satisfy given goals. The properties of these components may
be constrained between real upper and lower bounds. It takes us to consider a
configuration task as a numeric constraint satisfaction problem(NCSP ). These
problems can be efficiently solved by combining local consistency methods, such
as approximations of arc-consistency, together with a backtracking search. Dif-
ferent techniques have been proposed in the bibliography [7], [1], [9],[14],[4]. The
search space in numeric constraint problems is too wide and a lot of these tech-
niques have a major drawback since they introduce choice points and they are
exponential. The efficiency of some previous algorithms has been analyzed in a
recent work [2].
We use abstractions named basic configuration cells(BCC) for solving pre-
vious configuration problems. These BCCs allow us to model the configuration
task as a set of structural constraints expressed in the form of equations, inequal-
ities over integer or/and real variables. The model is enriched by means of the
addition of symmetry-breaking constraints to avoid the inherent symmetry of
the different configurations and to reduce its complexity. It is the major issue in
CSP, specially when there is a large number of constraints and/or wide domains
of the variables. In the last years, it has been an active research area [11], [3],
[5].
The article is organized as follows: We show modeling of configuration prob-
lems in Section 2. Section 3 presents the structural constraint-based reasoning.
In the last Section our conclusions and future works are presented.
2 Modeling of Configuration Problems
In the same way as the animal tissue contains cells, we consider that the solution
of a configuration problem is to build something similar to a set of cells put on a
determined way. These cells are the BCCs and they must cover all the possible
combinations of the components and their connections.
We will first show some simple configuration problem. We would like to know
the series-parallel combination of predefined resistors to obtain a new resistor
that has a given real resistance value Rgoal and a set of constraints related to its
cost and volume. The construction of BCCs must take into account the domain
knowledge and the constructs of the configurations(Components, Connections
and Goals). BBCs are the entities that reflect in a minimal way the possible
connections of the basic components. They must allow the pure connection of
the components. It will indicate the absence of some component in the BCCs.
In the proposed problem we may add a null Resistor instance whose attributes
are Rnull.r = 0, Rnull.V ol = 0, Rnull.Cost = 0. A grammatical description of a
BCC can be :
BCC0 : BCC1‖(BCC2;BCC3)
|R
The associated attributes and constraints of these BCCs are the following:
BCC
Attributes:{Name,R,Cost, V ol, {Components : BCC1, BCC2, BCC3}
Constraints: {BCC1.Cost+BCC2.Cost+BCC3.Cost = Cost,
BCC1.V ol +BCC2.V ol +BCC3.V ol = V ol,
BCC3.R > 0⇒
(BCC1.R+BCC2.R) ∗BCC3.R = (BCC1.R+BCC2.R+BCC3.R) ∗R,
BCC3.R = 0⇒ (BCC1.R+BCC2.R) = R}
In these BCCs, the modeler can add redundant symmetry-breaking constraints
to remove the symmetries of the configuration problems. The object-oriented
paradigm allows us to specify a BCC easily. In a similar way we specify the
goals of a configuration problem as
Goals
Attributes: {Name}
Constraints: {BCC.Cost ≤MaxCost,BCC.V ol ≤MaxV ol,
(BCC).R = RGoal}
3 Methodology of Structural Constraint-Based Reasoning
This reasoning must search the structural constraints that satisfy the require-
ments of the configuration problem. Some attributes of Components Objects are
numeric variables. It forces the structural constraint-based reasoning to treat
numeric constraint satisfaction problems.These variables, their continuous do-
mains and the constraints determine a NCSP . A NCSP instance is defined by
a triple (X,D,C), where X = {x1, ..., xn} is a set of variables, D = {d1, ..., dn}
is a set of continuous domains for the variables, and C is a set of constraints. A
constraint is defined by a subset of variables Xc ⊆ X on which it holds, and a
numeric relation linking them [7]. A solution of an instance is an assignment of
values for all constrained variables, which satisfy all constraints.
A solving algorithm obtains the desired configuration. The attributes and
constrainst of the BCC Objects can be mapped into Variables, Domains and
Constraints Objects and their conjunction generates a NCSP . We have named
the methodology of reasoning in these configuration problems as Structural
Constraint-based Reasoning. The solution of the reasoning is a set of ”struc-
tural constraints” that satisfies all the specified goals. The abstraction of the
BCCs allows us the performance of this task. A structural constraint-based rea-
soning is modeled by means of the following steps: Generation of the NCSP
by means of BCC Objects and application of a constraint solver with the cor-
responding heuristic. In this point, we want to highlight the sharp separation
between the configuration problem specification and solving method. It allows
the easy modification of the configuration problem specification.
3.1 Generation of the Numeric Constraint Satisfaction Problems
In this step, we generate a NCSP using the BCC Objects. The variables are
the attributes related to the constraints of the goals. The domains are the types
of these variables and the constraints are Cgoals ∪ CBCC . These problems may
have multiple solutions or may have none. Our goal is to obtain the ”struc-
tural constraint”, such that a NCSP is satisfied. If the desired requirements of
the configuration problem are not satisfied in a certain NCSP , then we must
consider a new NCSP .
3.2 Configuration Problem Solving
Every NCSP is solved according to the exact topology of the previous BCCs. If
they do not hold the requirements of the desired configuration, then we will build
a new NCSP . It will have equivalent constraints, variables and the domains of
the BCCs Objects will increase. Then we will have a configuration problem
mapped into a sequence of NCSP . The mechanism that obtains this sequence
is a recurrent task.
Many constraint solvers are designed to tackle NCSP . Constraint solvers are
systems that implement data structures and algorithms to perform consistency
and entailment checks very efficiently. In our case we must tackle a sequence of
NCSP that only varies the domains of the constrained variables. We propose an
algorithm that begins the construction of the initial NCSP . If the requirements
are satisfied, then it will return the solutions that are the associated ”structural
constraints” to the BCC, but if the requirements are not satisfied, then we will
build a new NCSP with different BCC Objects instances. The pseudocode of
the algorithm is as follows:




ncsp:= Generate an initial NCSP of p
while ( time < MaxTime and DepthCell <= MaxDepth)
Sol := Solve(ncsp)
if Sol = ∅
Return Sol
else




The Solve function is a numeric constraint solver that searches possible
solutions, it creates new BCCs in order to build a new NCSP and it avoids
the recalculation of nogood BCCs.The condition of termination of this algo-
rithm may depend on the maximum Time(MaxTime) of computation or the
depth(MaxDepth) of the BCCs used.
4 Conclusions and Future Works
We have defined a novel methodology for configuration tasks that use struc-
tural constraint-based reasoning. Our methodology uses the advantages of object-
orientation paradigm for the abstraction of components and the constraint pro-
gramming paradigm that allows us an easy declaration of the constraints and a
search of the structural constraints. The main entities of this methodology are
basic configuration cells that permit a recursive effect in the configuration tasks.
A constraint solver treats the sequence of generated NCSPs efficiently.
A future work will consider other more complex configuration problems,
where the components have more ports. Other interesting problems are the ob-
taining of configuration with different types of connections and components at
the same time.
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